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7. Behaviour
Performance standard is a reliable, on cue and consistent behaviour that can be
repeated under many conditions. An audience of one is sufficient.

Whatever we wish to teach rarely arrives in a neat cycle package that is on a cue we
can manage, is consistent, and is naturally reinforced. We need to examine behaviours, seek their inner workings and tease them out to be shaped into final performances.
For every behaviour we wish to develop we need to explore:

1. What does this behaviour look like in its natural state?

How does is occur naturally, what are the motor skills and actions involved?
What is its purpose?

I have zero tolerance for teaching any animal behaviours that are unnatural to
them, even if they may be natural to another of that species. Our modern
training tools are extremely effective, as is a scalpel. We need to have self
imposed ethical guidelines in how we use this knife - to construct a thing of
beauty and awe, or simply to entertain humanity? Tricks for no other purpose
than as a vehicle for the ego of the trainer do not need applause.

2. What is the stimulus for that naturally occurring behaviour, and can
this be used?

Can I replicate the stimulus, or will I need to use a respondent conditioning
protocol to add a new stimulus once the behaviour has been fully developed.
Often I will use a temporary building stimulus during development, and then
transfer to a finished cue for the final, performance behaviour. This ensures the
final cue will only stimulate the performance behaviour, and have no association with a juvenile or under-developed behaviour.
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3. Does the behaviour need additional duration or physical strength
building?

We may see micro-occurrences of our goal behaviour arise naturally. But we may
require repetition of the behaviour that will test the average fitness. For duration,
there will be a need to increase physical strength.

I have a passion for developing dance-type behaviours in my dogs that exist in
their natural movements. A Young Man full of the feelings of spring and youthfulness will take a prized blob of latex rubber and prance in front of his grandmother with vigour and astounding creativity. This is my inspiration.

Very often the play behaviours are easily accessible to gather under cue and
develop in strength. They often make us smile and I have no doubt that, when
taught without stress, make the dog feel better. This is the affect that the reinforcement has on the brain.

4. What is the future of this behaviour?

Where will this behaviour be in 3 year's time? Will it be a component of other
compound behaviours? Is this a generic behaviour to be used in many different
chains? Will the emotional association complement or contradict its occurrence?

Examples:
B: Roll over

1. What does this behaviour look like in its natural state?

Dogs often roll on their backs to aid digestion, massage their back muscles,
scratch, remove excess fur, adorn excrement to their coat and, seemingly, just for
the pleasure of it. The rollover "trick" is not the normal ritual. It may be associated with a Man=Power, Dog=Circus Entertainer mindset. It can be essential for
husbandry and an excellent opportunity to deepen friendship with relaxed
rubbing.

Think not about teaching roll-over as a trick ("ohmygoodness how clever I am as
a trainer") but as a husbandry behaviour for grooming, inspection, assessment
and observation.
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2. What is the stimulus for that naturally occurring behaviour and can this
be used?

Depending on the purpose of the roll, there will be preparatory actions.

3. Does the behaviour need additional duration or physical strength
building?

It may require a change from rolling as an action to rolled over as a position with
stillness.

4. What is the future of this behaviour?

Removing stitches / parasites, examining under body, grooming. A rolled dog that
is relaxed will be easier to administer paw or leg care.

A shared moment to renew appreciation of each other.

C: Are there drugs?

1. What does this behaviour look like in its natural state?

"Whoa shit, what's that?"
Yes, on stimulus of a really, super scent. Scent that predicts an occurrence of
excellent value is about to happen and worth stopping what you are doing to
explore. Pointing at prey is similar and a cue to the remainder of the pack that
you have a find and would benefit from assistance.

2. What is the stimulus for that naturally occurring behaviour and can this
be used?

Inherited genetically wired responses to specific prey or small critters of interest.
The game with a toy that replicates the chasing of prey can be used to elicit the
response. The scent of that toy can be used to elicit the indication. The scent of
the search substance can be paired with the toy.

3. Does the behaviour need additional duration or physical strength
building?

Yes, duration will need to be extended, or chained with a fetch or bark sequence.
It will need to occur at different heights.

4. What is the future of this behaviour?

Building of a library of scent cues that can elicit the same or similar
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A: Settle down, I shall be busy for a while

1. What does this behaviour look like in its natural state?

There are many ways a dog will choose to settle. You need to be observant of
where they settle and how they like to lie. How much comfort is needed and
which location is their choice? Where a Collie will settle and where a Gordon
Setter will settle is entirely different.

Collie can only rest in a location that allows them to be ready if a job is in the
offing. Comfort is irrelevant. Gordon requires soft cushioning under their pointy
parts and warmth is compulsory. The Boss can do what she likes, since she will
collect me if there is work to do.

Settling nearly always involves a relaxation of the pelvis to one side or the other,
and most dogs have a preference. Being aware of all these elements increases
the chances of the constructed behaviour being successful.

2. What is the stimulus for that naturally occurring behaviour and can this
be used?

When settling, there is always a preceding calming of their activity level. Neither
dog nor person can go from high level action to settling in a short time. As with
putting children to bed, it takes time for our physiology to slow down, and there
will be rituals that accompany this process.

Observe your dog and look for these signs. There may be the nesting of
bedding, flopping to the floor with complete loss of energy. Dogs are able to
settle in complementary environments and find it near impossible in contradictory
environments. Rather akin to the gynaecologist telling you to "relax". Yeah, sure.

Being able to replicate the rituals will prepare the physiology and give the dog a
clear message where you are heading. Environmental cues will be your assistants.

3. Does the behaviour need additional duration or physical strength
building?

No. But a sense of security may be an important component.

4. What is the future of this behaviour?

It will need building to enable transference to new locations, or in situations that
it may not normally occur. This is a building of reliability and trust.
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The success of a well built behaviour will
depend on the pre-analysis and research
invested to enable a sound plan. Good
engineering cannot be substituted. Take
time to build observations of the natural
occurrence, plan the process always with
the future of the behaviour in mind, and
avoid making assumptions that the traditional way of training was right, the best or
ethical.
Adding a click to old ways of thinking is
not forward progress.

Many behaviours consist of component behaviours. The final, performance behaviour
may be a blend of these components, or a chain of the components happening one
after the other. These components will contain some foundation behaviours, such as
stillness, cue discrimination, physical conditioning etc., and some specific skills. The
components will need to be taught at a level for that dog to understand and acquire
reliable actions and skills. The breaking down of the behaviour into components can
be one of the most important factors of construction.

1. What shall we choose to teach?

No matter whether you are teaching a youngster or an adult, your teaching should
revolve around what that individual will benefit from learning.

I like to teach the skills of learning, rather than specific behaviours. Once we identify
the skills of learning, then the behaviours will slot themselves into place. You have the
choice what behaviour you are going to teach and which teaching strategy is going to
be suitable.

In human terms these are our foundation skills/behaviours taught in primary school the basis of written language to enable us to communicate, read and write. Arithmetic,
measures and formula. Observation, assessment, following instruction, etc. Alongside
this we are also learning physical skills: fine motor skills of hand writing, playing an
instrument, crafts, art etc. We all learn through a range of different strategies, as each
strategy will teach us something different about learning.

It is a challenge to sort out the behaviours from the skills, but skills are generally a
collection of behaviours that are combined and practised to fluency. An example for a
dog: the skill of running to pick up an object: it needs eye to mouth co-ordination,
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control of speed, proprioceptive motor skills - the ability to open the mouth in preparation of the grab and control of the shoulders to drop at the same time. Basically killprey skill. A lifeskill which emerges and develops with strength, through practise. Until
the required skill level is achieved over several months, the adults will continue to
supply your dinner.

Our first skill for all learners is coming to the lesson with a mind that is ready to learn.
This underpins all our future schooling.

One of the key component behaviours will be focus. This comes in 2 parts:
1. To ignore the surrounding environment

2. To focus into the relevant information

They are both the same skill that we build with duration over our sessions.

Focus can be developed by back chaining from the reinforcer. For dogs, the scent of
food is a natural, strong focuser and we can begin with several rapid and varied deliveries of food over 20 seconds. A slight pause will usually elicit an anticipatory focus
and that gives us the opportunity to click and then deliver. The focus in this pause will
usually be towards the source of the reinforcer - hence the varied delivery.
1. Deliver from different sources: hand, pouch, pocket, box, pot etc

2. Deliver to different locations: floor, bowl, mouth, over here, over there.

The orientation to the controller of the reinforcement patterns (you) is what we are
seeking, and the click becomes the cue for that pattern to commence. Orientation to a
specific part of you - a hand or a pouch - can get you into trouble further along the
road and limit your options.
Our first cycle is built. Probably the most important cycle you can teach.

I will look to build several behaviours using the different teaching protocols. Initially I
will choose the protocol - because of what it teaches in learning skills, and then select
a suitable behaviour for that protocol.

From my list of choices there will be something from each category of learning

Targets:

body parts for precision of awareness and control:
left and right paws, chin, whole body
a movement under target control:
follow,
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a specific action that is repetitive, such as walk or trot,
a controlled shape, circle,
backing

a stationary position:

Stillness:

cued by a unique target, a location to go to

collecting in a balanced posture:
standing still,
sitting still,
maintaining that position

Self awareness:

left from right, such as paw left or paw right, turn left or turn right, or go
round left or go round right.

Discrimination between cues:

for young dogs this is eaily secured as a concept with visual cues - either
large, clear hand signals or targets.

discrimination of voice cues, in my experience, is better taught as a second
tier of the concept of discrimination, not primary. In other words, teach the
concept of this cue links to that behaviour with a visual cue first, and then
introduce discrimination between this sound and that sound.

I will enable learning skills from:

Micro-shaping:

this teaches maintenance of a base, or starting position and isolation of
discrete movements

Luring:

this teaches control to follow food, observe and self awareness of what you
are doing

Moulding by touch:

listening to varied touch and sensation and learning to respond

Moulding by environment:

awareness of boundaries and how to read the immediate environment
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Build a list of the strategies on the left of your page and a list of the behaviours on the
right, then make links from each behaviour to your various options.
Build your training time in controlled increments. I build this in number of treats
delivered not the chronological time trained. Beginning on first session with 30 treats
and tenth session with 90 treats. Whether you have three sessions in one day or three
sessions a week depends on your overall plan.

Invest time in planning your learner's schooling curriculum. It should be varied, rich
and provide a basis for their future life. What we teach through reinforcement will have
a significant impact on the brain function of our learners.

What are we creating?

A learner that feels excitement in anticipation of every lesson.
A learner that relishes learning new things.

A learner that trusts their teacher and will follow their guidance with confidence.

A partnership that deepens with every lesson.

Don't you wish that was the school you went to?

2. Micro-slicing

Clicker training is about communication. Therefore we use it where it enhances our
ability to pin point - that, there, gets you the pleasure of reinforcers. To be able to pin
point with accuracy we need to remove the parts that are going to confuse and leave
exactly the action we need to mark. This is the art of fine slicing - micro-slicing.

Finely sliced behaviours give you a view to the exquisite detail of behaviours. The subtle
threads of movement, energy, poise and balance. As animal trainers this world is often
hidden from view because we stand too far back and only see whole behaviour rather
than the components. By exploring, building and attaching cues to the components of
behaviours we can enable our learners to draw on an infinite library of new composite
behaviours. This will result in creative new ideas for both teacher and learner and
clarity of understanding that bring a breathless excitement.

Not only does this make the learning easier for the pup or dog but also sets the
clicker-operator up for success.

This is our paradigm - setting up a situation where reinforcement can be secured. To
enable that to happen we need to be clear what to reinforce and be able to clearly
mark it.
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Clicker learning is very wrapped in specific skills:

1. Being aware of what you are doing

When that click sounds, a self assessment of the 101 things you were doing
needs to be performed. Was it the way the head tilted? The eye flicker? The
tail wag? Was it all of those?

Single event actions are very hard to pin the click to, hence the need for a
base position. This explains to the learner "the majority of your body can
remain still, this one action of your right paw is the focus of this session".

2. Remembering what you are doing

Having found the successful action, your focus needs to maintain on this.
Often events, such as a quick dash to get a piece of food, interrupt the line
of thinking. The pleasure of success can bring you to a "where was I?"
moment.

3. Selecting the relevant cues for the behaviour to be successful

This takes an incredible amount of observation and continual evaluation.
Which is the constant event that elicits this behaviour? That movement of
hand? That change in balance? The movement of feet? The sound of door
bell? The ping of the microwave? The less time in the cue selection process,
the easier we make the selection for the dog, suggesting that a link can be
forged sooner and most likely stronger.

Once the selection has proven to be correct, it needs regular linking practise.

Base position

For many behaviours there will be a base, or opening position which is the root of that
behaviour.

Standing still gets the lesson started. It is one of your most important behaviours. That
learner-brain needs to clearly understand its requirements and fall in love with it, seek
it out when in doubt what to do. Regardless of the future of any dog, standing still is a
key behaviour that I teach, and nothing else if my interaction was time limited.

I would prefer it was viewed as "standing with stillness". It should encompass an
emotion of this being a comfortable and secure thing to do until further instruction
arrives. It is not a "stay still until you are told" position, that is the traditional mind-set.
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To begin our lesson the base position is cued, or lured, with reinforcement delivered in
position until the learner appears secure, comfortable and choosing to maintain that
position.

Delivery in position does not translate as stuff food into the animal's mouth. This shovetechnique does not allow you to read the desire of the learner to continue in the
lesson. There should always be the opportunity for them to reach forward one inch, or
a couple of centimetres. It is respectful. They have the right to choose to take their
food. It gives you important information through a small window to see the energy
levels. Delivery can be to a bowl or plate for security of your fingers, or to the floor or
from open palm. The base position should not be strained to collect the food.

That "Inch of Choice", should be applied for all reinforcement, especially where social
approval by touch is involved. The dog should move into your open-hand invitation.
Thoughtful delivery: respect and information.

Once the base position is established I will look at new and deliberate placement of
the reinforcer in a variety of dimensions around the learner. I look for the boundaries
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that stimulate too much strain and trigger a gross movement out of position and I look
for small movements of isolated muscle sets.

For instance, my dog is standing with stillness and I go to place the treat on the ground
almost touching their front left paw. To eat this, the dog will need to move that left paw
backwards to lower their shoulder to eat.
If the dog is standing over a grid pattern on the floor (training on tiled flooring has a
really useful function) by placing treats around the dog in different squares you will see
they elicit different responses. Some of these will be micro-slices for future behaviours.

This assessment of anatomy, response and function is important and worth videoing for
deeper analysis.

Food placement and luring with food are subtly different. Food placement should
deliver and remove the hand quickly. The response to the food is not dependent on
getting the food. This placement is the reinforcer for the base position. The dog could
stay quite still as they see you place it, and after you have returned to your base
position they go to eat it, or they may go to take it as you place it. Their choice. It is a
reinforcer, the behaviour that has earned that reinforcer has already happened and
been clicked - the base position.

With luring the click will happen after the response to the food.

With placement of reinforcement the click happens before the
delivery.

If the hand gesture that accompanies the placement is a cue for a complete change of
behaviour, such as a dog in base position of stand goes to lie down with placement of
food at their feet, then attach a delivery item, a spoon or cup, on the end of a stick
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and deliver from the cup. This will be a useful training tool and well worth the time to
construct. Tossing the food can end up with inaccurate landing, sausage was born to
bounce.

From this standing-with-stillness base position and accurate placement I can trigger the
micro-slice that teaches:
walking backwards

stepping onto a pod or box

stepping back onto a box

tapping with a specific paw

pushing with a specific paw

waving with a specific paw

roll to right or left hip

cross paws

From upright or settled down base position:
sleepy

head turn left or right

Many of the targets for these behaviours can be introduced once the action is seen to
be consistent and fluent.
The particular career path for my dogs beyond lifeskills is usually for freestyle or
heelwork to music. Regardless of your path, teaching of the precision behaviours that
come from micro-slicing will give you an extensive library of component behaviours
and a highly skilled learner. You will also become skilled in the craft of micro-slicing.

Your choices of behaviours should build great learners and maintain a fit and
balanced animal. Plan to teach mirror (complementary) behaviours, such as left and
right spin or bow and sit, to keep muscle tone balanced. Not necessarily in the same
session, but certainly within the same week so that the learner can discriminate
between their reflective actions. Which is left and which is right. Build good foundations
rather than extremes in first school.

Second school will build fluency and begin to combine skills into composite behaviours.
As the fluency and physical strength increases the behaviour will naturally increase in
intensity and response. Allow this to happen organically rather than push it before it
naturally matures.

"Speed develops when the body is functioning comfortably, with
minimum tension."

".... performing is a natural outcome of healthy practising".

Madeline Bruser. The Art of Practising.
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Make sure your training sessions are healthy practising and the performances will look
after themselves. Rushed training always shows and there is a very high risk of break
down. Rushed is not faster.

Keep the mind-set that you are building a learner, not building tricks. Teach good
technique and precision in the behaviour from the outset and it will naturally bloom
with no hesitation, stuttering or anxiety in performance. We have moved on from the
presumption of repairing the behaviour at a later date - that evolved from not having
the knowledge, or time, to build accurate behaviours from the beginning.

It is not about training impressive behaviours
It is about impressive training of behaviours

3. Beyond secondary school

Christina Bond

Once we have a range of component behaviours, we can begin to construct
compound behaviours. Component building will last the life of the learner and we can
introduce new components to compounds.

To maintain components for future use in any compound behaviour, we must keep
their unique cues and add new cues to collective, compound behaviours. For instance
a component may be a paw tap to an object: "left-tap". This will be added to different
base positions: stand + "left-tap", sit + "left-tap", lie down + "left-tap".

If the cue for the compound behaviour sit + "left-tap", is "left-tap", then we will not be
able to use left tap without the sit occurring. In some instances the reverse will occur
and when "sit" is cued the left paw will also tap. That tricky brain function that ties
events together.

As you draw on your component library, remember to go through your components on
a regular basis and refresh their individual cue-links for the learner.

A: Building Compounds

When teaching by micro-slicing, we need to master the skills of compounding behaviours.

In the technical literature these will be listed as chains and such like. This tells us the
format that the compounds will occur in:
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a) Linear format: one behaviour after the other (a chain)
This can be trigged by:
Examples:

or

a compound cue for a consistent chain to begin
cueing the individual behaviours

Retrieve item to me and sit in front:

Cue: thrown item, compound cue to begin ("fetch"), the chain will then self
cue and run with no external addtional cues.

Agility course:

"tunnel", "weave", "jump here", "here" and "here", "see-saw";
these may be visual cues or verbal cues or both

Some agility equipment contains compounds themselves, such as a contact
point.

b) Merged format: more than one behaviour occurs simultaneously, at the same
time or overlapped.
Examples:

Whilst holding the item, sit

Whilst running along a dog-walk, hit the contact zone
Indicate the substance - lie down and look at source

c) Duration of the same behaviour
Example:

Building a behaviour of duration in an action;
such as moving backwards, heel work at your side, carrying an item,
waving a paw.

A compound of repeated components builds the duration.

The collecting of behaviours will depend heavily on the strength of the attached cue for
each component behaviour. In practise, the components are rehearsed at a much
higher rate than the compounds to keep them clean and strong.
Example:

The component "down" will be practised 12 times in one session.

The component "go to target" will be practised 15 times in one session.

The chain of run to target and down will be practised 3 times.
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The danger in this chain will be the anticipation of the down which can result in a drop
position short of target. Clever dog. Anticipation of the end of chain reinforcement can
clip the end behaviours. Therefore, practise of the components will keep the chain
fresh and clean by reinforcing all behaviours individually.

B: Using a terminal component

Behaviour chains can be extended by inclusion of a terminal (final) behaviour that is
cued only by completion of the previous behaviours. Retrieve to hand is a good
example, where the hand is not produced as a cue until the required behaviours are
completed.

When teaching a dog to walk backwards away from you it is difficult to increase
distance (duration). Mainly because it is not an innate response for the dog to be away
from the reinforcer and social proximity, and it is a challenge to visually measure the
increasing distance achieved.

Person sees the slowing down, or even worse, the stop, clicks and reinforces. This is
common with collies who are exceptionally adept at cueing Person to click - in particular a flock-like Person. As soon as the chain is re-cued, this stopping behaviour will be
offered sooner and sooner causing the duration, in this case measured by distance, to
deteriorate. Yup, good learner.
Where it may be visually difficult to see and accurately pinpoint the moment to click,
you can build a terminal component that needs to occur before the behaviour is
completed. This can be the arrival on a target or point on the floor where the surface
changes. Distance is increased by the starting point moving further away from the
arrival point (which is fixed, does not move). By back chaining out of the terminal
target, we increase the duration of the chain.

C: Quality measuring

Each component must be tested to be at performance standard:

1. Reliably consistent in function, no deterioration with repetition.

2. Linked to its unique cue, no hesitation when that cue is given.

3. Will happen in many conditions, especially environments where the
compound behaviour will occur.

When all these conditions occur, I grade that behaviour as a "3". If one condition does
not occur, then a "2". If two conditions do not occur, then a "1". If none occur - "0".

Examples:

Cue: "spin", immediate response, new location, did not complete fully = 2
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Cue: "drop", slight hesitation to begin and elbows slow to hit ground = 1

Cue: "tap", immediate response, clean hit to target, familiar place = 3

Collecting behaviours together with an end-loaded reinforcement can disrupt and warp
the chain.

D: Cues in Compounds

To build your behaviour library, ensure every behaviour has been practised with a 1:1
ratio of reinforcement.

For linear, individually cued chains:

As a part of your practice sessions, jumble your component behaviours that have been
tested as performance ready, and cue them in a varying order. Introduce your learner
to the concept of fast switching from one behaviour to another and practise this skill
extensively. This is a significant test of their memory skills and ability to select the cues.
Each behaviour is reinforced.
In practice sessions - which can contain as many components as you can remember,
as well as repeated components - look for certain components overwhelming the
subsequent behaviour. This often occurs when the energy levels of behaviours are
significantly different. This will be the moment to introduce buffer behaviours, such as
stillness, to compose the learner before a change of energy.

If the order of your components will be fixed, after several identical repetitions the dog
will begin to anticipate the latter part of the chain. Now you can begin to drop the cues
from the end of the chain forwards, allowing anticipation to be reinforced.

For simultaneously occurring (merged) behaviours:

Ensure the cues for the two behaviours can be given simultaneously. A verbal cue and
a hand signal, a target and a hand signal, a verbal cue and a target.

Some simultaneous behaviours need to be sliced differently otherwise they will happen
in linear fashion.

Examine a tennis player tossing a ball to serve. Consider the action of the free hand
toss as a component. In the compound behaviour this will happen as the racquet hand
is drawing backwards. By teaching them as individual components they will not merge
easily, they need to occur simultaneously from the outset. We micro-slice this vertically,
not horizontally, so that when the racquet hand goes to draw back, the toss is stimulated to occur at the same time.
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You see this in several dog behaviours:

The dog that arrives carrying an object but drops it as they prepare to sit.

The dog that sits to heel and drops their head out of position.

It is usual to only need to vertical slice with 2 components. Vertically sliced components
will always occur together.

4. Muscle memory

Behaviours can often require more physical strength or flexibility than is apparent on
the initial training. We had a young dog to class that was usually slow to sit; either to
heel or on presentation of an object. There was no medical issue that could be identified.

The prescription was 2 weeks of daily practice:
lure stand-to-sit 30 times in each session
lure sit-to-stand 30 times in each session

six different surfaces: carpet, lino, concrete, wood, bedding, bathroom tiles

six different locations: garden, front garden, training hall, kitchen, field, car
park

This issue was solved and we had impressive smart sits under all requirements.

Whether this was because the reinforcement history of sitting was significantly altered
making it a more pleasurable behaviour, or whether there were muscular issues we
shall never know. But from this both the trainer and I increased our respect for the
amount of muscle training a smart sit requires - not only the going into it but also the
rising out.
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I invest a good deal of training time in developing strong muscle structure and flexibility for my performance behaviours. Although we live in a world of reinforcement I do
want reinforcers to reinforce, not to have to balance out discomfort experienced in
doing behaviours that have become unbalanced, stressed or fatigued.

As a person of a certain age, rising out of chairs - particularly after 10 hour flights gets a little more challenging each time. I think there should be a fast track between
the aircraft and terminal to allow those fit young things who feel the urge to be front of
queue to gallop ahead. As a Young Person I simply did not appreciate the challenges
of aging soft tissue. I have been lucky to share my life with more than a handful of
dogs and seen them through a deteriorating old age. Our mountain collies were physically aged by 8 or 9 years old from the continuous damage to their front legs caused
by running down hillsides.
All young things need protection from physical damage by over doing things, trying to
learn something too fast and quite simply knackering their bodies. This does not mean
keeping an inactive lifestyle, but it does mean you respect that repetitive jumping,
spinning or fetch practise can cause damage.

Many of our behaviours when taught well, can enhance older life and keep the dogs
very mobile. My freestyle collies are now very fit well into their 12th year. In your
training plan include lure and mould training to manage muscle development and to
teach the ideal muscle memory in the first instance.

In the early days of clicker training we were enthralled with capture. I captured a young
collie taking her waking stretch-bow and put this on a performance cue. This was not
the same as a play bow. Her elbows were straight and did not tuck in under her body
to support her weight. When I wanted duration in this behaviour it was a struggle to
achieve. (You can see her stress-bark in this picture). Although she adapted and made
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an attempt to tuck her elbows, the
behaviour was never the quality
or strength of the subsequent
dogs that I taught through
careful, micro-sliced luring to
achieve a really clean action with
easy duration, that could be
sustained right through to old
age.

If good technique is learned from
the outset, then good technique
will be naturally reinforcing for
that animal and always
performed.

5. Distance learning

Do you see just a paw wave?
Or perhaps a dog able to raise one leg without
loosing balance, stress free, confident?

We spend a lot of our time teaching behaviours and building a reinforcement history
when the dog is within delivery range, in other words at an arm's length. When we
want to teach behaviour at a distance, there is a counter-productive reinforcement
history that we have built. In addition, being pushed away from us can be read by a
dog as a social punisher. From early learning days, I teach the youngsters that reinforcement will also happen at a distance. This is measured by the range in which I can
throw this particular piece of food.

I like to let the dog re-learn behaviours in this location. Rather than teaching a dog to
circle a cone, then putting the cone at a distance and cueing the behaviour, I turn it
around the other way. I begin with reinforcement at the distance. The dog demonstrates comfort and chooses to stay at a distance with no further prompting - they are
"listening" to the reinforcement pattern.

To ensure this you must click and get the treat to a distance before the dog responds to
the click-cue and begins to move towards you. It take some practise, but the dogs
enjoy it. It doesn't take too much of a leap for them to work out that staying at this
distance is worth their while. Once this is secure, place the cone at this point and reshape the behaviour of going around it. Since the behaviour has already been
learned, it will re-emerge quite quickly.
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By letting the dog discover the similarity between what was learned "in hand" and what
is learned at a distance, they appear to understand the concept. From that point, most
behaviours will easily travel to the distance on their proximity cues - provided the cues
can be seen with the same view when given at that distance. A wonderful example of
canine generalisation.

It will help if you can give an environmental cue for the distance training area, such as
a natural platform, a large bed sheet spread on the ground, etc.

6. Going through the click

We like to think our click is the pin-pointed moment our learner will remember. But I
have seen many well intentioned clicks, click the behaviour that happens after the click.
The click seemed to have no effect.
I call this "going through the click". The dog will have a strong, focussed intent on a
particular part of the planned behaviour chain. By clicking in the earlier part for the
behaviour we want to reinforce, the behaviour continues. For example, you call a dog
towards you and they approach at super-speed. This is exactly the response you hoped
for and you click as they approach. Instead of coming to a stop and receiving their
treat, they wrap themselves bodily around your head.
They were focussed on: run, greet, kiss and facial slobber. The click was accurately
delivered, on approach, but the dog continued through their chain.

We could say they heard the click and chose their own preferred reinforcement. These
behaviours have become strongly chain-linked together. You want to break the link to
mark the earlier behaviours, but not the latter, and still maintain reinforcement.

Begin by re-conditioning your reinforcement pattern in this specific situation. Toss a
treat so the dog moves away from you, then begins his return to you. As the dog
approaches, raise your hand (equipped with treat). When the dog looks at the hand,
throw the treat behind them. As the dog approaches at speed, promptly raise the hand
signal, give a simultaneous click, and then the throw will intercept the chain, causing a
pause and look over their shoulder for the treat, rather than continuing on their path to
you.

We often have to re-condition reinforcement patterns to enable us to stay in the reinforcement realm. In this situation, the click is used to cut the link and discard the
undesired part of the strong chain, truly using the click as a scalpel.
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7. College Education

One of the challenges of building super-learners is that they expect, and need, an
advanced education to enjoy. To this end, we have taught dogs a variety of conceptual
skills. This begins with teaching a behaviour that we call the “indicating behaviour”.
This is the method the dog will let you know their opinon to your question.

They will learn what the question is asking through your early prompting. By setting up
the situation where we can see their anticipation of our prompt, we can step back and
let them “go operant” and show us their answer through the indicating behaviour.

“Which is the largest?”

Discriminate between the largest and smallest object in a range of up to 9
objects, which vary from cones, tubes, stacks of bricks to balls.

“Which is the same as this?”

Match to sample - visual recognition of matching objects, and scent
matching objects - “Who does this belong to?”

“Which has more....?”

Identify the "greatest number" in piles of identical objects - 10 ducks or 4
ducks.

“Can you find [ name of object ]?”

Pairing objects with verbal sounds. Dogs can learn extensive vocabularies of
named objects, as well as the patterns in which they are laid out - a mind
map.

Once we have supplied a good, all round education we can let our learners give us
demonstrations of their creativity and ideas.
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8. Consequence
My world of training with dogs revolves around reinforcement. We define ourselves as
positive reinforcement trainers - we seek a thousand ways to give reinforcement. This
view point is often a massive shift for people that regard the weak point of positive
reinforcement training by the perpetual question "when can I get rid of the reinforcement?"

Never.

You remind a young child frequently, and at every opportunity, that they are loved, and
will be for the rest of their lives. In my case this is my dogs, all my dogs, and there are
regular daily reminders throughout their lives. They may exhibit behaviour that is not
desirable, but they are still loved. We do not see a moment when we need to "get rid
of having to keep saying that we love them". Your reinforcer for your dog, cat or,
gecko, is your expression of your care for them. Your shared time. Why would you
want to even consider taking that away?
Our challenge is: how do we set up the learning so that we can give reinforcement?

There will be something that can be reinforced in all circumstances and that needs to
be our first thought - not what we want out of the situation, but how to open up the
reinforcement conversation and invite the dog to seek out the reinforcement effect.

Flink may be described as a needy dog. This is not a term I would choose to use, as I
consider dogs are invited into our lives because they like to be with us, and some of
that desire builds to the point they feel they need to be with us. Her enthusiasm for
greeting is usually confined to the first few minutes of reunion. Rather than use my
energy and intellect to find a way to stop the jump-greeting protocol, I swing it around
the other way and find something to reinforce. At this time her most valued reinforcer
is social approval. This is what I will choose to deliver. However she does have very
sharp, pointy bits at the front of her legs and will use these with enthusiasm.

The road where neither of us is harmed, offended or confused is a twenty second
moment of connection. I certainly place my hands around her shoulders to inhibit the
jump-clawing, but this quickly becomes part of the social approval (reinforcement)
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delivery. Once the approval has met her level of need, around 10 - 15 seconds, she
will step back and proceed towards the house or her place of rest.

This cannot be the global solution to "jump up problems". A solution needs to meet the
needs of that individual at that time. I begin with the considerations:

what reinforcer can be used in this instance?
what behaviour can be reinforced?

Care needs to be taken that the "behaviour to reinforce" is not something that is just
manipulation for Person convenience. I could prescribe sit as the behaviour to
reinforce, but in these circumstances this would ignore the stress it builds. It would not
matter how many treats were delivered for that sit, it does not out-balance her need for
10 seconds of my highly valued social approval.

Our assumption of "reinforcer" can go off track and can possibly cause stress. The reinforcer is only recognised by the change in that behaviour at that time - not by our
desire, intent, wishes or neediness to reward. The animal gets to choose whether the
behaviour is worth repeating for that reinforcer, now, at this time.

Flink is a great food dog, loves treat training, will work for nuts. But at the time of
reunion her only reinforcer of value is social approval. Therefore this is the path to
setting her up for success.

My point - it comes down to learning to use reinforcers of value - value to that learner,
for that behaviour, at that moment. Usually there are more choices than just social
approval, but each must be evaluated for its effectiveness in the moment.

Consider that a dog will pull like a train when heading to the opportunity to go hunt:
the park, the woods, the beach, etc. No matter what piece of equipment is attempting
to punish this behaviour, and no matter what protocol you are attempting to use to
reward the non-pulling, the behaviour still persists.

In the picture a punisher, in the picture a reinforcer - who gets to choose which to
respond to? The dog. In these circumstances, your reinforcer is less valuable than the
speedy progress to the goal, even with discomfort.

To enable our reinforcer to have greater value we need to remove "fast progress" as an
option. No progress is less valuable than reinforcer with slow progress.

Our opportunities to manipulate behaviour with the addition of reinforcement is just an
opportunity, a suggestion. It is absolutely in the control of the recipient (operant) to
choose which is greater value and which is worth changing their behaviour for.
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We live with these dilemmas all the time, we are surrounded by them. We continually
weigh up advantages and disadvantages. Spend money now and work double hard to
pay it off, or save up and then spend money? Eat now and exercise in five hours or go
hungry and no exercise? Cigarette now and gamble on lung disease in the future or
suffer withdrawal and no lung disease?

These combinations of reinforcers and punishers can only be judged by the recipient.

You all know someone who judges the balance in a different way to how you would.

In another world, that fortunately Flink does not exist, jump up for social approval and
get slapped, or sit and get a treat? Only she can choose. (Flink is Dutch for "bright,
clever")

Many of us enjoy teaching in the sector of positive reinforcement, it makes us feel
good. It demands creativity and may require we take the longer route, but the scenery
is great and our souls are nurtured. The benefits of this style of teaching are happy,
engaged learners who develop a keen interest in acquiring new skills and an attitude
that will give us a lift on every interaction.

On the surface it seems straight forward, but it is not without bumps along the way.
Deeper exploration often reveals currents of reinforcement that are pulling at the goals
we are seeking to achieve.

It is the nature of behaviour to change
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The more it is practised, the deeper those changes become: sometimes for the good
and sometimes not. A young collie pup will develop an eye for herding, usually in my
group his relatives will serve as pseudo-sheep. Every single time he gets to use this skill
the behaviour changes. It is a self reinforcing activity that exponentially magnifies each
time he uses it. At present this is on track. But what if he diverted his "eye" to herding
traffic instead of his relatives? Every single time the pup was exposed to traffic and
allowed to use the behaviour it would become more reinforced, stronger and much
harder to reduce or eliminate. The reinforcement history of the behaviour dictates how
we plan to change the behaviour. Every week it would take a different strategy to
manage the behaviour, since the reinforcement undercurrent is affecting the behaviour.

What was once a treat outing for a young collie, can become a challenge to their
safety and wellbeing 12 months later.

Reinforcement is dynamic and forever changing

One of our human failings when we don't pay attention is the habit of saying one thing
but having a different underlying intent. We may reward or treat our dog with the
delivery of food, but are somewhat disappointed in the result. We sigh as we give the
treat. It "taints" the reward. We tell them they are a good dog, but look away as we
secretly wish they were better. We get wrapped up in our own intent and can be lazy in
actually analysing what is happening and what is needed.

If the behaviour repeats, gets stronger or happens more frequently, then IT IS BEING
REINFORCED. It absolutely doesn't matter what you think you are rewarding, the
behaviour is being reinforced. Your intention is of no value, intentions cannot act as
reinforcers. Make a conscious habit of being a reinforcement trainer, not a reward
trainer. See the evidence of reinforcement effects, not wishes.

Once we begin to see the reinforcer currents that surround us all the time, we can
begin to become more effective and more efficient in our teaching and interaction.
Don't lose sight of this.
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Just because you are not delivering a reinforcer, does not
mean that reinforcement is not happening.

Conversely, just because you are delivering praise, does not mean the dog is being
reinforced.

Examine delivering a treat:

The click has happened, after that event the dog will see their environment begin to
change. One of the most valuable events is Person fetching them a treat, even if this is
a small gesture of the hand to the pocket. Following this there is often a lean towards
the dog, decreasing proximity - this gesture will have value to the dog. Then the dog
will have contact with your hand near their face - this also will have value to the dog.

Just these events at the right moment with no treat can act as social reinforcers. We are
not dispensing machines, we are interactive reinforcers simply by our presence and
focus.
But be open minded to assessing reinforcement - one man's heaven is another man's
hell. Social proximity may be reinforcing under certain conditions, or may not. Some
people thrive on living surrounded by their fellow community, others will choose social
isolation. What is key is that they can choose and not have it imposed.

Each one of these reinforcement threads can be expanded to increase the perceived
value of the reinforcer. You see the behaviour improving at great spread, it gets
stronger quicker, the learner seeks the success with more intensity. The anticipated
consequence of the higher value reinforcement thread has "driven" the behaviour
onwards and upwards.
Explore and experience the changes it will make.

Choose a fairly simple behaviour that is already predictable and on cue. Perhaps go to
station? "Mat"?

The dog arrives on station, click. You have no treats on you? Alas, alack, you must
proceed to the other side of the room and look for the treat pot. This is opened with
great anticipation and excitement whilst you choose the very best treat. Deliver this to
the dog who has wandered along behind bemused by all this over-dramatic behaviour.

Now proceed back to the point where you will give the cue "mat". Don't give the cue
yet. Wait for the mildly impressed dog to follow you over and look up at you with the
"Well then...... ?" question. It is their choice to say when they are ready for the next cue
- opportunity for reinforcement.
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Give the cue. Okey dokey, dog goes to mat (let's see if this drama is just a one-off or
will it all happen again)? Click - sure enough Act 2 commences. The dog follows with
a little more pleasure and entertainment. This is good theatre, must come again.

Over the next five Acts, the animation of the dog as they accompany you to treat
station will increase. This is fun! The cycle is not broken into separate partitions. The
behaviour of going to mat will be affected by the other sectors: increase in animation,
intensity, and dare I say it ..... drive!
And did you think a "reinforcer" is a single occurrence? How can it be?

There are many small ways we can add value to the simple process of "reinforce".
Dogs in particular are social creatures and value social interaction with the important
key people in their lives. This is the same as a day out with your favourite parent.

As you deliver the treat, be the audience to their pleasure. How was it, real juicy?

Make pretence of a pat down before you go for the treat. No pockets?

All this animation and drama was a consequence of something the dog has just done.
Up to that point you were just standing by quietly watching their behaviour.
I do need to point out: use common sense with your drama - do not make it a thriller,
it should be jolly, it should be animated, it should be sincere, and may just be a tad
badly acted. But it should be entertaining and it should draw the dog along with you.

If your dog is a product of room service training: treats in bed, feed in place, etc, they
may need some encouragement to come along to the theatre. But once they have
viewed the entertainment they will be arriving at the stage door before you.

At the opposite end of the spectrum, if I am teaching stillness my treat will be delivered
with calmness to where the dog is being still.

How you treat, sets up the energy for the next behaviour.

Where you treat sets up the start of the next behaviour.
Be thoughtful with both.

In consideration of this, how can we realistically deliver a variable schedule of reinforcement?
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Behavioural scientists have lovingly explored every scenario of reinforcement: the
quantity; the ratio of behaviours to reinforcement: was it every time, every other time;
as a result of certain criteria; after a certain number of seconds regardless of the
behaviour; for everything else but the behaviour; thinning of reinforcement, fattening of
reinforcement; and probably someone designed a comb-over protocol to see if you
could hide the behaviour. I would suggest they found the experience quite reinforcing.

I have immeasurable sympathy for rats and pigeons.

But. Our world cannot possibly live with such precision of reinforcement management.
We can add, layer up and wear different colours, but we cannot strip off all the underlying reinforcers. Our animals are not living in boxes deprived of all other reinforcement opportunities.
I work on the one to one ratio:

If I cue a behaviour there will be reinforcement
if the response is successful

What that reinforcement is may vary from situation to situation. This variety gives
flavour and dynamics to the process. The craft of a good trainer is to be able to
provide the reinforcer that the animal regards as most spicy and colourful at that time it must match the behaviour, the effort, and nurture the future of that behaviour.

It will change over the life of that behaviour. The promise that there will always be reinforcement is the foundation of trust between the trainer and the learner. Cue, get the
desired response, if you do not then deliver the reinforcer it will break one of the little
strands of your trust threads.

Think of those suspension bridges made up of thousands and thousands of threads
that together provide superb strength and flexibility under extreme conditions. Don't
piss about with seeing how few threads you need. One day it may be your vehicle
going over that bridge.
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1. Building a reinforcement vocabulary
Reinforcers can generally be split into two categories:

Natural reinforcers (primary reinforcers)

These need no previous experience to be reinforcing; such as food, security, practising
instinctive behaviours, for dogs there is a large component of social reinforcement.

Never consider all of these reinforcers are always reinforcing or always usable. If you
are full, another treat may be taken, but not with the same desire as when you were
hungry.

If you are feeling good about the world, additional security would not be a reinforcer,
but the loss or threat to it may be uncomfortable (punishing).
Social reinforcement for dogs comes in many packages which are decided by each
individual dog - some dogs at some time do not want cuddling, kissing or rubbing,
stroking or fondling. It is a very variable event, dependent on the circumstances and
the body delivering the social approval.

Learned or associated reinforcers (secondary reinforcers)
Such as a smile, a "smart boy", retrieving a ball.

Don't fall into the belief that a click alone is a reinforcer. I know it is called a "conditioned reinforcer", but its function is to mark the behaviour that earns the reinforcer. It
is a bridge to the reinforcer, do not use it as the reinforcer itself. It has "reinforcement
implications".

Chasing the ball is often a primary reinforcer, using an instinctive behaviour, but
retrieving the ball to a person to elicit another throw would be learned from experience. The whole "fetch" chain is a secondary reinforcer.

As with primary reinforcers they are not little beans that come in measurable packages.
Sometimes they will be high value, at other times not worth getting out of bed for. If
you had chocolate at every meal three times a day, I challenge you to continue to find
it reinforcing. Reinforcers are not fixed items, they have flavours that vary in intensity
and suitability.

With forethought we can build a range of other reinforcers, some of which can function
as markers. For your own sanity use markers as markers, and reinforcers as reinforcers
that occur as a consequence, not as a marker!
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The clicker is particularly effective as a marker because of its consistency, sharpness
and immediacy of response. I liken it to that snap of twig. If this occurs as a background noise, as a prey or predator you would pay attention to it (provided your world
contains twigs). For those of our ancestors that learned to respond to it, they survived
by recognising the approach of prey, or predator. The ones that didn't are hopefully not
in our genes, the same with our animals.
I would still prefer a single snap, not a click-clock, for greater precision of marking.

I also use a tongue "clock", which has an important role when my hands are busy, such
as working with touch or husbandry. This may not come to you naturally, but with some
practise when in a solitary moment (solo driving is good) click, cluck and clock away to
some music until you find a single noise that is consistent. Beware of attaching this too
soon to a "moment to reinforce" otherwise you unconsciously click the check-out girls
for packing your shopping. “Thank you” will do the job better! Be aware of using it and
be controlled in its use. I have found this becomes a too convenient noise and over use
graduates it to another "just white noise" burden the dogs have to sift through.
Be clear in your mind these are markers. Mark behaviours that you want to reinforce,
follow a marker with a reinforcer. The confusion comes from sounds that can serve as
markers and reinforcers - such as "yes" or "good dog". This is the use of social
approval.

Example: I will tongue "clock" my dog for turning towards me, away from a dropped
dinner knife, when given the cue "here to me". This will be followed by social approval
of hand touch and words of "good puppy, lovely puppy".

Keep the functions of your communication in separate drawers in your mind and do
not mix them up or you will go mad. A specific whistle can be a marker, and a
different sounding whistle a cue. It does not mean all whistles are markers or cues or
reinforcers. It is the consistent patterns that explain the functions of these events to the
dog.

We are probably a very "markey" species when viewed from the outside. I see folk
marking their dog's naughtiness with a look of attention over and over again.
Changing environments are noticed by the dog. Everyone is sitting watching a key
moment on the TV and the dog moves in front of the screen - reactions across the
room. What a mark!

Person 1 is busy talking to Person 2, dog jumps up for attention from Person 1, Person
1 stops what they are doing to pay attention, even cue "sit" and then reward! Yikes.

If the dog is doing something that causes the environment to change for their benefit,
they will notice the precursors of that event - your "mark".
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We can effectively use conscious connection on many occasions. When used with
awareness, it can be one of the strongest markers you can employ. Dog and Person
enjoying the world together and joined by a safety line, the lead. Dog stops to respond
to marketing and leaves a message. Person comes to a standstill and waits. Dog looks
to person, person responds to the "look" and moves on forward. That moment of
mutual "look" is a marker, the reinforcer is moving off together, synchronised.

Ever noticed the odd feeling of connection when you are driving and look at a person
on the street, for less than a second your eyes make contact. And we all know the
concept of "across the crowded room". The mutual look, even between different
species, is a powerful moment. It can be a predictor of reinforcement if used intelligently.
I would not advise you respond to a look without connection - that glance that is a
quick check-in. That is all this is - a check in, not a moment of connection. You will
"feel" a moment of connection, but not "feel" anything with a check in. In fact you can
feel connection without a look, it is a sense of being together. Autonomic attunement.
Does this "look" need to be learned? Or is this a primal connection?

You can certainly use other eye responses as markers - I have seen an unconscious
widening of the eyes to signify a "click coming". Similarly a look away to signify "no
click coming" (a least reinforcing stimulus). Visual markers can be useful in discrete
situations, but do require the recipient to be looking directly at you.
The requirements for a marker to be effective:

1. It has been associated with a follow-up reinforcer

2. It is recognisable in the conditions of use - no use for a visual when teaching
an animal not looking at you.
3. It is consistent in use, and follow up reinforcer- all the time, every time.

In a restaurant, waiting staff are very responsive to eye contact marking - do not
respond when you are interrupted whilst fork enters mouth or in conversation with
fellow diners, and when they wait politely for your interaction - mark with eye contact,
and reinforce with response and approval.

This world of reinforcement is wonderful to tinker with.

Building up new reinforcers requires repetition through association with a primary, or
existing, long established secondary reinforcer.
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Build of "fetch" as a reinforcer

The chase reflex is very strong in many dogs. Most dogs will chase without prior
knowledge. They will respond as puppies. For these dogs it is a reflex of instinctive
response. Without it the dogs would go hungry. It is a primary reinforcer just by use
and it gets a boost on successful capture.

Begin with building up this strong reflex: chase a sausage is a simple game, provided
the sausage is not thrown on sausage-coloured floor and it bounces in an attractively
"come get me" way. The reinforcement of chasing will build with repetition and get a
boost reinforcer from eating.

Remove the eating element and transition onto chasing an attractively "come-and-getme" toy. I do not suggest this directly after the sausage game as a) the dog may be
getting a little full, and b) expecting a sausage. At the minimum have two identical
"come get meeeeee" toys. Dog chases toy number 1, pounces and bites, at that
moment you deliver the next reinforcer - chase toy number 2. Ensure the dog can see
toy number 2 running away, if necessary chase it yourself. Whilst busy with kill number
2, go collect dead number 1 and breathe life back into it - mygoodnessme, it has
escaped again.

We end up with pouncing and biting being surrounded by reinforcing chases. If you
use a marker, I recommend a clicker, to predict the "escape" of the second toy, then this
can be used to mark the behaviour you want to extend - the carry or the drop. The
choice is yours, but do be consistent. Different toy for carry-training and drop-training

Choice: the drop

Mark when the dog drops the drop-toy as the reinforcer they get to go chase the
second one. This drop of No.1 is prompted by preparation of your hands to throw
No.2. It can then be paired with the cue and you will have a "drop" or "off" on cue, be
able to mark it, and follow up with another chase. This works exceedingly fast. It is my
recommended method for teaching a non-confrontational release of toy.

Choice: the carry

Mark when the dog is holding the carry-toy and focussed on what you are doing (your
hands are predictors of further escapees that will undoubtedly need canine assistance
to be chased down).

By clicking slightly later each time:

1 - after the dog has collected and turned towards you
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2 - has begun moving towards you

3 - has begun to flirt and parade with their prize

4 - has travelled a couple of body lengths in your direction, etc.

You can quickly "wrap" these small but increasing fetch components into subsequent
chase reinforcements.
But.

If your dog is a naturally carrier - the retrievers - the reinforcers are the opposite way
around. The chase is the element in need of building with the reinforcement of
carrying.

This time you can quickly "wrap" small but increasing chase components into carrying
reinforcements. For these dogs, returning to you with the toy can be quickly diminished
if you remove it and chuck it again. Let them parade their prize in front of you for
much lushing and admiration of their super-skill.

It does not take long to build a whole sequence of behaviours with new elements that
have been learned interspersed with reinforcement elements. Not only will the reinforcement elements strengthen the new elements, they will themselves become reinforcers for the future.

In this way we can build behaviours for living together without conflict, into reinforcing
events. (I am offended that these are called "general obedience" behaviours.) A dog
who loves to go to crate, run towards you away from a rabbit, wait until you put down
the cup of tea for much adoration.

Reinforcement threads sewn into your interactions must be treated with great respect
and used consciously to ensure effective results. You do not get to stop reinforcing
when they "know what to do". It is a life commitment as much as saying thank you to
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your partner of 30 years who has just made you dinner. On occasions reinforcement
should be spiked, given a boost, with an extra kiss. Caring for family, loved ones, may
be a primary reinforcer but it will always benefit from boosts.

And yes, you can quote me.

Threads. Weaving and binding, strengthening and building.

Much of our play should be structured to weave a pattern of reinforcement, to
strengthen desired responses and turn those responses into reinforcing experiences
themselves.

I will teach a share-toy game. The game is ten seconds of mutual tug and sharing of
the toy. The power you use should never exceed that of a sibling. For those of you that
were the younger siblings you will understand. Just because you can pull the dog off its
feet does not mean you should, dogs do not play that way.
One of our first lessons is teaching the dog to recognise the moment to join the share.
This is critical because our bodies are super-sensitive to uninvited play. It hurts. I will
use the chase reflex to stimulate "play with me". This is always off my body, arm’s
length and at the eye level of the dog. Once this reflex is zipping along I will predict
the event with a verbal cue "play".

This whole game is very likely to invite focus to me. This focus behaviour will be
clicked, pause, then "play" followed by our ten second sharing game. I add this pause
to be clear that the click is not a cue to lunge at me or the toy. Just as the click is not a
cue to suck food from my hand or pocket. There is a clear cue following click for the
beginning of the reinforcement pattern.

My next jewel in this chain will be the release.

The game of sharing toys is aligned to mutual killing. It rarely needs explaining to a
predator, and it does not need extensive reinforcement. Once woken up with a
releaser-stimulus it will feed itself on every outing. This kill-response will die when the
animal "dies". In fact many prey animals have learned this is the last chance to escape
- go floppy.

I will maintain a hold on the toy and make it "floppy". I may even calm down, relax,
and give every indication we have "killed", job done. Most youngsters will copy this and
relax their mouth. Remember the kill needs to be dead, so if after release you move it
with life-like speed, the chase reflex will be faster than your hand. Ouch.

Once the toy has "gone into the pot", we can mark and re-commence another reinforcing link.
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Further jewels can be added such as stillness, or specific behaviours. The one thread
that we hang the jewels onto is the reinforcers - it weaves throughout our training and
interaction, building all interactions and training into reinforcing events.

2. Reinforcers in building chains

That colour-graphemic synaesthesic is surfacing again.

Imagine the chain begins with the reinforcement threads. These threads vary from fine
filaments only a hair's width to sturdy wires. They are all gold. They are all reinforcers
from primaries or associated secondaries. We bind these threads together. Rope is
made from many strands, woven with plaiting or twisted.
This is the basis of our chain.

We can choose to have a beginning and an ending to the chain, the chain can be
specific to certain environments or events - go to collect an item to bring to my hand,
end what you are doing and walk away with me.

We go to our workshop to make jewels. These begin as rough rocks, rudimentary
natural behaviours. The workshop is a place to focus and shape the behaviours:
running to a target, teaching names of objects, placing your muzzle in my hand,
leaving one toy for another toy, etc. These are polished to perfection and given specific
labels, cues.
We now begin to place our jewels on our threads of reinforcement, the chain.

We build each new jewel into the chain ensuring they hang comfortably and maintain
their polish. Some jewels, when placed next to each other, can chafe. They need a
buffer jewel between them. One jewel can overwhelm its neighbour, insert a buffer
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jewel between. Buffer can be gaps, of time or distance, or specific jewels we have built
for this purpose, stillness.
Examples:

"We're going for a walk"

This will be a chain of "come to my open hand, let me get your collar, clip on the lead,
open the front door and see the outside world".

Thread - anticipation and the seeker circuit of cruising/hunting/walking out together.
(Which makes me ponder the phrase of "walking out together" often to imply courtship
.... anticipation ...)
Jewel 1 - come to my hand

Jewel 2 - sit whilst I get your collar to clip the lead on

Jewel 3 - walk to the door and pick up the keys, etc.

We will need a buffer jewel of stillness between 2 and 3, because the movement and
excitement of walking to the door is likely to overwhelm the sitting whilst you try to clip
the lead onto the collar. I would make this buffer jewel at least 3 seconds of duration
to avoid anticipation of 3 damaging 2.

Collect my shoes

A functional retrieving chain. The excitement of shoe collecting may overwhelm the
behaviour of shoe holding - resulting in much chewing and munching on the shoe.
Over-celebration, seeking the reinforcement of social approval, can taint the jewel of
carrying. You will need to insert a buffer underneath the holding: holding-with-stillness,
which should be reinforced calmly. This time the buffer is introduced beneath another
behaviour.
Buffers bring balance. Between or beneath arousing behaviours in the chain, buffers
allow the equivalent of a deep breath, bringing calm. Energy doesn't spin out of
control. Buffers can also be used between or beneath highly focused behaviours to
allow a moment of relaxation. More arousing behaviours, such as chase a toy, can be
used as buffers between or beneath low energy behaviours to infuse a surge of energy.
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3. Reinforcement patterns

The default behaviour when the click is heard should be an orientation to you. The
default is the expected behaviour when no other information is given. The moment
after the orientation you should begin your reinforcement pattern cues.

I use different patterns with slight adaptations in specific conditions:

A: Click + Remain where you are

This is the breakfast in bed pattern, where treats will be delivered directly to
where you are. The opening cue for this pattern is a movement towards the
dog with my treat hand as soon as they orientate, not before.

Ideal for maintaining position, for relaxed, stationary behaviours.

B: Click + Go to the treat

This is a tossed treat that may need chasing down, or a placed treat in a dish.
The cue will be the hand flick that tosses the treat, but you can add an additional "go" if your dog is conditioned to Click + Remain.
Ideal for building animation and activity into the subsequent behaviours.
Chasing down a piece of food is quite arousing and possibly more reinforcing than just eating food.

C: Click + Travel to reward station

This is taught by back-chaining from the reinforcement station. A reinforcement
station is the source of the reinforcers, and if needed a receptacle in close
proximity to deliver the food into. If the dog may arrive before you, ensure
the reinforcers are protected with a closed container.

On orientation after click, proceed with the dog to the station, plenty of drama
in the shopping process.

Ideal when you do not want the dog to orientate to you on the click - for agility
when the focus is to continue forwards, or distance and redirection work
away from you.

D: Click + Take from hand

This is used in the directed teaching strategy of luring. On click the hand will
change from lure: "follow this treat", to open hand: "eat this treat".

Ideal for teaching micro-sliced precision movements, such as a bow or beg.
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E: Click + Incoming Missiles

These missiles need to be no more aggressive that a small piece of chicken, but
it will come directly over the dog's head when they are facing you at a
distance. Avoid hitting the dog between the eyes.
Ideal for teaching the initial distance behaviours. Every reason to stay at a
distance from the reinforcer source is proven, not only by the reinforcer
coming towards them, but usually a chase for it as well.

I will teach this on clean ground with a wall behind the dog to reduce the
search time.

This protocol is often one of the reasons a dog will not bring a toy to hand,
simply because the resulting reinforcement pattern of chasing is over the
dog's head.
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9. Data and diaries
Initially committing behaviour to pen and paper, measuring and analysing it, can seem
a mountainous task. A behaviour is an action, full of artistry, attitude and skill. These
elements are hard to measure and, to some degree, take away the breathless awe that
a “magic” behaviour can fill us with.

As we build our learner’s repertoire of behaviours and cues, the complexity of the
lessons increases and it is easy to get bogged down in a “where was I?” situation.

I am regularly teaching 4-5 dogs and they all have different needs. They are
progressing through their behaviours at different rates. I need to have a good
paperwork system to keep track of the lesson plans as well as the individual behaviours.

By designing a system to track progress, I became more focused on progress rather
than reaching the end result. I was able to see the dogs acquire more fluency,
remember more cues, flip between behaviours without hesitation. It was written down,
and I could measure the progress. Making a habit of measuring behaviour will start to
change your perspective and allow you to move on to more advanced teaching techniques.

Video will be your best friend and allow you to monitor and observe just one element
of the process at leisure. Try to ensure both you and the dog are in view, as you will
need to self-assess on the regular basis.

Focus on teaching a few behaviours, or micro-slices, to high quality rather than many
behaviours of uncertain quality. Remember you are an educator, not just a trainer ....

Education is what survives when what has
been learned has been forgotten.
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Glossary - According to Kay

Terms that I am introducing to improve clarity, or insert where a term is lacking. Using
these terms should have a warning. You may receive puzzled looks from peers that do
not know these terms, and these may graduate to snorts of derision as an indication of
their discomfort.
Facilitator of learning:

Trainer:
Going operant:

Cold shaping:
Micro-shaping:
Micro-slicing:
Performance behaviour:
Luring:

a person who can set up an opportunity for learning and
supervise that process without dominating the learner.

enabling the learning process in a specific direction.
Designer of training programmes that build new behaviours.
Interactive with the learner.

where the learner changes from respondent conditioning to
operant conditioning. When direction in the learning process
is withdrawn and the learner moves along under their own
direction.

where the number of errors exceeds the number of
successful attempts.

where the number of errors is below 5% of the total number
of attempts, combined with micro-slicing the behaviour

breaking the behaviour into many small component parts to
enable successful marking.

the final, goal behaviour. Strong, healthy, sound and of
good quality, consistent but flexible.

directed teaching strategy where the reinforcer is used to
directly prompt the behaviour to occur.

Moulding by environment: directed teaching strategy where barriers, surfaces and
surrounding environment suggest the behaviour responses.

Moulding by contact:
Modelling:
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directed teaching strategy where physical contact suggests
the behaviour responses.

directed teaching strategy where the behaviour(s) are
demonstrated (by a person) and then copied by the learner.
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